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KEY FEATURES: 

 Data Integration Support 

 Zoning: Unlimited Regions within Areas 

 Customizable/Downloadable Reports 

 Manage Multiple Readers from a Single 

UI 

 Reversible Lane Support 

 Soft, Hard, and Timed Anti-Passback 

 Tiered User Permissions 

 Mass Credential Importing/Exporting 

 Multiple Camera Feed Streams

 

ACTS Advanced software, powered by ©ArmID, is the premier access control tracking software solution for 
TagMaster North America’s RFID platform. This in-house developed program offers enhanced features such as 
zoning, multiple reader support, a new-and-improved web interface, sync-enabled whitelisting, streamlined groups 
and access profiles, multiple anti-passback settings, and custom reporting to suit the unique specifications of each 
application. ACTS Advanced is the perfect solution for everything from Gated Communities to Ground 
Transportation Management Systems to University Parking. 
 
 
Increased Security  
Combined with networked TagMaster RFID Readers, ACTS Advanced ensures that RFID Tags are read only once 
and cannot be passed back to unauthorized users attempting access. Settings include Hard, Soft, and Timed 
Anti-Passback, with the ability to Neutralize Anti-Passback to ensure correct credential status. Integration with 
inductive loop vehicle detectors ensures secure lane control.  

Zoning Support  
ACTS Advanced allows the user to define regions within multiple areas. Areas can be “nested” within other areas 
for enhanced oversight and control. Advanced also offers multiple Reader management from within one user 
interface. 
Customizable Schedules & Reports  
The all-new web interface allows for easy facility access scheduling. Users may set multiple schedules for each 
credential or group, and customizable reports include Access Events, Analytics, Credentials, Trips and Dwells, 
and Location. 

Whitelist  
ACTS Advanced supports Whitelist syncing with the system’s Readers, ensuring that even in the case of 
disconnection a Reader can still process certain credentials. 

Robust Access Control  
The new software supports unique access profiles for groups and individual credentials, and allows multiple 
access schedules. This enables administrators to define precisely where and when individual users or groups may 
gain access. This feature is particularly useful for VIP/express lane implementation, or for users that demand a 
greater measure of security. 
  

*ACTS Software is ©ArmID, Inc. and used under license. Any unauthorized use, copy, reproduction or distribution of this software is strictly prohibited.* 
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